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Translation? Mediation?
In healthcare settings



The dual role of interpreters 

- Translating
- Mediating 

Why not just interpreting?

Interpreter-mediated interaction?

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Interpreter-mediated interaction  triadic interaction involving an interpreter as the third party in a communication process between individuals who do not share a common language  two primary participants, the service provider and the service user, along with a third participant, the interpreter. This presentation focuses on the dual role of linguistic interpreter and cultural mediator. Mediation because the interpreter is expected on the one hand to allow the user to access the service by translating between the provider’s language and the user’s, and on the other hand to make both the other parties aware of cultural differences, allowing the provider to offer the user a culturally-sensitive service Corpus of mediated interactions in Italian medical settings. 



Cultures in communication

Applied linguistics & interpreters: translate 
and coordinate

Managing conversation 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Applied linguistics have shown that interpreters are active participants in the interaction: they translate and also coordinate the talk. Not simply the faithful translation of what the primary participants say, but rather that of making the interaction possible and successful, by promoting participation and mutual understanding. The interpreter-mediator is the only participant in the interaction who is able to understand everything that the others say; therefore, s/he is responsible for the flow of information and for the production of shared topics and managing misunderstandings.



Triadic vs dyadic exchanges

Where this presentation sits  

The importance of dyadic exchanges within triadic 
encounters 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
While most research on mediation analyzes triadic exchanges between a doctor, a migrant patient and an interpreter-mediator, in the interactions analysed in this paper the triadic format alternates with dyadic sequences from which one of the participants is temporally excluded. Mediator-patient dyads  the healthcare staff delegates the mediator to offer explanations or instructions to the patientpatient-healthcare staff dyads  when they try to communicate directly. The examples discussed are illustrative. The corpus consists of about 100 minutes of French-Italian medical interactions, collected in three different local health services of the Emilia-Romagna region in Italy 



Interpreter-patient dyads

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Excerpts illustrate two types of dyadic sequences, highlighting their consequences for the quality of communication between healthcare workers and migrant patients. Particular attention will be paid to how participants     initiate and terminate these dyads.The first type of dyadic sequence takes place in the patient’s language and concludes with a return to triadic format when the interpreter re-introduces the healthcare staff  into the interaction. As the examples will show, the dyadic sequence can either be initiated by the healthcare workers, who delegate the interpreter to say or do something to/with the patients (example 1), or by the interpreters themselves, who take the initiative to provide information or ask questions, thereby actively contributing to the interviewing of the patient (example 2).-



Excerpt 1 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The first example is taken from Salute Donne which include a pregnancy pathway. We are towards the end of a visit, when the midwife (OPE) is going out of the office to meet the gynaecologist, and explicitly delegates the interpreter (INT) to inform the patient (PAZ) about her upcoming medical appointments.



01 OPE hanno provato dalla dottoressa se te gli vuoi far vedere [gliel' han spostata] 
They have tried to ask  the doctor, if you want show her [they have postponed it]

02 INT [sì sì] d'accordo ci penso io te vai
03 (1) 
04 INT [adesso gli spiego bene (.) è]               

[now I am going to explain her well (.) it is]
05 OPE [a dì bisogna far vedere quello] per la tiroide ehm

[we need to show her that one] for the tyroid ehm
06 INT che forse li prescrive lei però
07 (1) 
08 OPE bo (.) non so può essere

I don’t know  (.) I  don’t know, it could be
09 (3) 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
In the first lines, OPE directly addresses the interpreter and tells her to show the patient that the  scan has been postponed. She then makes reference to thyroid tests. While INT responds to the first delegation by showing her agreement (line 02) and confidence (line 04), she sounds unsure of what do to with respect to the second task and ends up filtering out the thyroid issue.



10 INT elle va faire ehm voir les analyses à la dottoressa Zanotti (.) ça sont tes rendez-vous (.) alors (.) c'est I
ci guarda (1) regarde (.) le vingt-huit onze à quinze heures trente
she is going ehm to show the tests to the doctor Zanotti (.) these are your appointments (.) so (.)
it’s here look (1) look (.) the twenty-eight eleven at fifteen thirty 

11 (.)
12 PAZ hm  
13 INT eco (.) due eco ostetrica ventunoesima set ventune settimane (.) hai capito ? 

Scan (.) two scans obstetrician week twenty-one week twenty-one (.) have you understood me?
14  (.) 
15 INT ça
16 PAZ c'est quoi ventune semaines?

what is twenty-one weeks?  
17 INT ehm c'est ehm ehm l la deuxième écographie on la fait ehm vers le vingt vingt-et-un vingt-deux   

semaines de grossesse
ehm it’s ehm ehm th the second ultrasound scan one does it ehm at about twenty twenty-one      
twenty-two weeks pregnancy   

18 PAZ ah  
19 INT c'est ça la date qu'on fait l'écographie (.) c'est la deuxième éco qu'elle est très importante pour       

valuer les organes des foetus (.) on voit le coeur les reins tout 
that’s the day one does the ultrasound scan (.) it’s the second scan that’s very important for
assessing the organs of the foetus (.) one sees the heart the kidneys everything   

20 PAZ hm  
21 INT s’il y a des problèmes (.) c'est très important ça (.) tu dois faire (.) tu dois y aller (.) c’est ça

if there are any problems (.) it’s very important this (.) you must do (.) you must go there (.) that’s it

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Subsequently the interpreter and the patient are left alone to discuss the list of appointments (lines 10-21): they have a quick glance at the dates of exams and negotiate what to do in the weeks ahead. More precisely, INT initiates the sequence by inviting PAZ to check the appointments, and PAZ participates via  minimal responses (lines 12, 18, 20) and her request for clarification (line 16). Not only does the interpreter reply to her request, but she also dwells on the so-called foetal morphology ultrasound, explaining that it is important to take a close look at the baby’s organs (line 19). This shows how under certain circumstances interpreters do much more than just translating. Since they know that in some countries scans are scheduled differently, INT goes beyond translating to underline the importance of this particular scan, which has to be necessarily performed in the middle part of pregnancy, usually between 21 and 24 weeks. 



Excerpt 2

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
In excerpt (2) the interpreter-patient dyad is initiated by the interpreter herself, who offers to help the midwife with the interviewing, and autonomously asks questions to the P. Excerpt 2 is divided in two parts at the beginning of the pregnancy pathway, where the first consultation is mainly devoted to data collection and to checking that the pregnant woman is entitled to the service (e.g. has a European Health Insurance Card). We will see that two different initiatives of the interpreter project two different dyadic sequences.



01  INT ti aiuto ?   
Can I help?

02  (1) 
03 OPE sì

yes
04  (2) <rumore di fogli> 

<paper sheets noise>
05  INT allora ça c'est le dossier de la (.) grossesse

so this is the report of the (.) pregnancy     
06  PAZ mm hm  
07  (2) 
08  INT et donc tu dois ehm (.) tu dois mettre ici

and so you must ehm (.) you must put here    
09  PAZ okay   

okay
10  (1) 
11  INT toujours (1) avec toi

always (1) with you  
12  PAZ mm hm (.) mm hm  
13  INT okay ? 

okay? 
14  PAZ si

yes  

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The first interpreter-patient dyad begins when INT asks OPE whether she needs some help (line 01). This offer projects OPE’s acceptance and influences the rest of the visit, which is co-conducted by the midwife and the interpreter. Since she feels authorized to co-interview the patient, INT goes beyond translation as she initiates a dyad where she explains that they are filling in a pregnancy report, which the patient must always keep with her. As was the case in example (1), the patient participates in the sequence with minimal responses (“mm hm”, “okay”, “sì”). 



15  INT ehm (.) quindi Burkina (.) ehm Burkina perché dico Burkina Faso (.) co Costa (1) d'Avorio
ehm (.) so Burkina (.) ehm Burkina because I say Burkina faso (.) Co Ivory (1) Coast

16  (1) 
17  OPE è nata il   

born on the   
18  INT ehm le quatre un [quatre-vingt-deuze mm hm] okay quattro uno novantadue

ehm the four one [ninety-two mm hm] okay four one ninety-two
19  OPE [quattro uno esatto] quindi quanti anni ha novantadue ne ha ventotto

[four one right] so how old is she eninety-two she is twenty-eight  
20  INT eh sì ventotto [ehm] 

eh yes twenty-eight [ehm]

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This first dyad ends after the interpreter corrects her mistake in copying the patient’s birthplace (the Ivory Coast) and there is a one-second silence. Then the midwife returns history-taking questions (line 17).



21  INT tu as la la la carte du médecin la tessera sanitaria ?
you have the card of the doctor the health insurance card ?    

22  (.) 
23  INT t'as pas ?

don’t you?  
24  PAZ non

no 
25  (1) 
26  PAZ mais (.) j'ai (.) l'adresse de

but (.) I have (.) the address of   
27  (10) 
28  INT tu es pas allée à choisir le médecin (.) toi ici à Castelfranco ?

you didn’t go and choose the doctor (.) you here in Castelfranco ?  
29  PAZ (.) hm  

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
In the second part, the interpreter takes the initiative to ask a question about the patient’s health insurance card, thereby initiating dyad where INT and PAZ try and negotiate a content to be subsequently translated to the midwife. By means of a series of questions, the interpreter encourages the patient to talk about her health card (promotional questions) and realizes that she is not registered with the healthcare services in  the town where she lives 



30  INT hein
what   

31  (1) 
32  PAZ puisque le via de (2) de Assisi

because the street of (2) Assisi  
33  (4) 
34  INT okay (.) mais (.) ehm ici

okay (.) but (ehm) here  
35  PAZ hm  
36  INT tu as pas allé choisir le médecin tu as tu as pas ehm le médecin ici ?

you didn’t go and choose the doctor you have you have no doctor here ?  
37  (.) 
38  PAZ [hu hu ]
39  INT [le médecin] de base [ici a Castelfranco]

[the general] practitioner [here in Castelfranco]
40  PAZ [ehm a Castel] non (.) je ne l'ai pas

[ehm in Castel] no (.) I haven’t   
41  (.) 
42  INT hm (.) perché lei [ehm] 

hm (.) because she [ehm]
43  OPE [mm hm]

44  INT ha la tessera sanitaria di Assisi   
She has got the health insurance card from Assisi

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This dyad terminates when the interpreter switches to Italian and explains to the midwife “because she” (line 42) involving the midwife in problem-solvingIn the continuation of the encounter (not shown here) the three participants negotiate the fact that the patient needs to choose a new family doctor and go to an office to find one, for which the interpreter gives a wide range of helpful directions.



Discussing: the role of 
interpreters as mediators 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Translating, as repeating in another language what has just been said by a primary participant, is only one way to promote understanding. Very often the interpreter does not limit him/herself to reacting to another speaker’s action,, but also produces first actions to give explanations, ask questions or otherwise promote the patient’s active participation.



Discussing: dyadic sequences 
in mediated interactions

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Despite the temporary exclusion of one participant, dyadic sequences may improve the quality of healthcare by increasing the participation of the patients as well as answering the needs of the healthcare staff (such as information giving and gathering). The presence of the interpreter may be functional even where healthcare staff and migrant patients are able to communicate directly, as the interpreter can provide information about test (excerpt 1) or take the initiative to check the position of the patient in the healthcare system (excerpt 2).However,  the role of the service provider remains crucial as access points to the medical system. Their actions are important even when they are apparently overshadowed by patient-interpreter dyads, because: 1) the interpreter’s management of the interaction in dyads involving the patient is generally legitimized by a proxy given by the healthcare personnel; 2) such management seems systematically oriented to the culture of the medical system, particularly to the needs of the therapeutic process.
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